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Structure and Aims
 
In 2013, Japan’s National Institutes for the Humanities and the Vatican Library launched the Marega 

Project. This project’s purpose is to survey the latter institution’s “Marega Collection,” a set of documents 
with high academic value relating to Japan’s prohibition of Christianity. They are unprecedented in quantity 
and quality in Europe and even Japan. 

Scholars in various fields from Japan and overseas are participating in the Marega Project, and have 
been working on it in stages: a general survey, conservation measures, digital image creation, catalogue 
creation, image database construction, and so on. 

The book at hand aims to widely share the basic information that has become clear in our survey of and 
research on Marega’s collection, something that we view as important even at our current interim stage. It 
covers files A11to A16 in Fonds Marega (which consists of 24 files, spanning from A1 to A24). 

While this book is being printed in both Japanese and English, the content of the two versions is not 
completely the same. For the English version, we worked to share the value of this set of documents in a way 
appropriate for people who are more familiar with English. It is comprised of two sections: (1) overviews of 
A11to A16 in English, and (2) photographs, the texts (kaidokubun ), and English translations of 
eighteen documents judged to be particularly important. 

The Japanese version also consists of two sections: (1) overviews of A11 to A16 in Japanese, and (2) 
the texts (kaidokubun) of sixty documents. In the latter photographs and modern Japanese translations are 
not included because we wanted to include as many documents as possible. 

The overviews of the collection in the first section of both versions were created with the International 
Council on Archives’ (ICA) General International Standard Archival Description (ISAD [G]) in mind. (While 
the ICA is currently reconsidering how archival descriptions should be written, we judged that the ISAD [G] 
could be used.) 

The collection was found divided into groups of documents in preservation bags at the Vatican Library. 
Generally, we have considered each preservation bag one file. The descriptions of A11 to A16 in this book 
draw from the (1) general survey being carried out on these files as well as a (2) catalogue created of the 
items contained in each file. 

(1) In the general survey, photographic records were made of the state of the preservation bags, the 
structure of the documents within the bags, how the documents were grouped, and the relationships between 
the documents. Numbers were assigned to individual documents while paying attention to the relationship 
between them, thereby allowing us to physically manage them. Of course, this method serves to heighten the 
value of individual documents (for example, more information about documents with unclear content and 
that are difficult to date often can be obtained by considering the other documents they were stored with), as 
well as provides us with clues for how documents were managed after being created. We believe that 
providing contextual information in addition to content information in file descriptions will be useful for 
scholarship that makes use of these documents. (We plan to in the future release the text of the collection's 
documents and other information to the general public using an image database.) 

(2) With regard to the catalogue, since the number of item records in the collection exceeds 3500, we 
were unable to include it in this book, and instead partially analyzed documents’ content in our file 
descriptions. 

In Japan, this project is carried out by a research group entitled “Research, Conservation and Utilization 
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of the Marega Collection Preserved in the Vatican Library” (representative: Ōtomo Kazuo). Its execution is 
led by the National Institute of Japanese Literature (National Institutes for the Humanities, Japan) with 
the cooperation of the University of Tokyo’s Historiographical Institute, the Ōita Prefectural Board of 
Education, and other domestic and international institutions and researchers. This book was created with 
a Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (A) (overseas academic survey) entitled “Overseas Academic 
Survey Research Relating to Turning the Vatican Library’s Bungo Christian Materials into an 
International Information Resource” (“Bachikan toshokan shozō Bungo Kirishitan shiryō no kokusaiteki 
jōhōshigenka ni kansuru kaigai gakujutsu chōsa kenkyū” 

). 
 
Ōtomo Kazuo 
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Part I Summary of the Fonds Marega 
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Fonds Description (Tentative) 
 

Reference Code: fonds marega 
Title: Fonds Marega 
Date Range: 1612–1953.  
Primary Date Range: 1612–1868  
Date Range Notes: Documents fall between 1612–1868 and 1930–1953. 
Description Level: fonds  
Stacks Length / Quantity: Approx. 12,000 catalogue entries.  
Notes on Physical State: Approximately half of the fonds’ Edo period documents were organized, wrapped 

in newspapers and other materials, and assigned numbers by Marega. In general, Marega did not go through 
the documents to which he did not assign numbers. (When documents were sent to the Vatican in 1953, 
they were put in three boxes: documents with numbers that had been organized, ones without numbers that 
had not, and ones that were included in Marega's published compilations.)  
While some documents were heavily damaged due to insects and/or torn, conservation work was carried 
out on them from 2013 to 2017 at the Vatican Library. 

Provenance / Creation: Mario Marega. Basically comprised of three sets of historical materials. Many of 
them are originally from the Usuki Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs (shūmonkata ) in Japan. 
One also finds drafts, correspondence, memos, etc. written by Marega himself. Some of these documents 
were purchased at used bookstores and the like.  

Biographical History: Mario Marega (1902/09/30 1978/01/30) was born in Gorizia, located in Italy's 
northeastern region of Friuli. After finishing his secondary education in Vienna during World War I and a 
period of religious training, in 1919 joined the Salesians of Don Bosco. He then studied in the philosophy 
department of Turin’s famous Salesians Valsalice High School and obtained a mathematics teaching license. 
In 1925 he enrolled in the Faculty of Theology of Salesian Pontifical University, and in 1927 became a 
priest. In 1929 he graduated, obtaining his theology doctorate. In October of the same year he departed 
from Venice, and arrived in Kyūshū, Japan in mid-December. He then began working as a missionary. 
Starting in 1932 he began doing pastoral work at the Oita Church and the Usuki Church (Ōita Prefecture). 

In 1933 he established Kaisei Kindergarten. For some people, their memory of Marega is of him being 
the head of this kindergarten when they were students. While engaging in missionary and educational 
activities, in 1938 he published an Italian translation of Kojiki  (Record of Ancient Matters), which 
Vincenzo Cimatti gave to the Pope Pius XI by hand in 1938. Marega then received the pope’s blessing. 
Around 1938 he collected and studied documents related to Christians from the Usuki Domain's Office of 
Religious Affairs, and also worked to discover historical places related to Edo period Christian history. The 
fruits of his efforts were reported in local and Catholic newspapers, and in 1942 he published Bungo 
Kirishitan shiryō  (Historical Documents Regarding Bungo Christians).  

While during World War II on July 16th, 1945, the Oita Church burned down in an air strike, Marega’s 
Christian related-documents had been sent to a church in Miyazaki a year earlier and thus were unharmed. 
Due to the defeat of Italy at the end of July, Catholic priests were taken into custody and sent to Tochinoki 
Onsen in Kumamoto Prefecture. Immediately after the end of World War II in 1946, Marega published 
Zoku Bungo Kirishitan shiryō , the second volume of Bungo Kirishitan shiryō.  

In 1947 Marega returned to Italy, and while engaging in proselytization work in Palermo, Sicily, held an 
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exhibition of Japanese historical documents. In 1948 he again was ordered to go to Japan, and after working 
at churches in Ōita and Beppu, in 1950 he arrived at the Himon’ya Church in Tokyo, where he worked as 
assistant to its first director, amongst other positions. While during this year he temporarily returned to Ōita, 
he continued to work at the Himon’ya Church. In 1953, he sent drafts and other items used to publish his 
collections of Christian historical documents and materials to the Vatican, possibly through the Vatican 
Embassy in Japan. In 1961 he published Ochiboshū , and in 1968 Kirishitan eiyū tachi 

 (Japanese Christian Heroes). In March 1962, the Order of Merit of the Italian Republic 
(Cavaliere Ordine al Merito della Repubblica Italiana) was bestowed upon Marega at the Italian Embassy 
in Japan. Marega also formed relationships with scholars by, for example, participating in the International 
Conference of Eastern Studies. In 1974 he returned to Italy, and passed away in Brescia, Lombardia on 
January 30th, 1978. 

Since the set of documents from Usuki Domain's Office of Religious Affairs acquired by Marega in 1938 
forms the majority of his collection, and Marega’s manuscripts, memos, and correspondence are related to 
this set of documents, let us turn to this office. In Usuki, Amabe District, Bungo Province (present-day 
Usuki City, Ōita Prefecture), after the scrapping of Ōtomo Yoshimune  (the child of Ōtomo 
Sōrin ), Fukuhara Naotaka , who served the Toyotomi  family, arrived. After he was 
transferred to Funai, Bungo (present-day Ōita City), Ōta Kazuyoshi  was given land in Usuki 
equivalent to 65,000 koku. After the 1600 Battle of Sekigahara, Inaba Sadamichi , who had 
switched from the Western Army to the Eastern Army, was transferred from Gujō Hachiman, Minō 
Province and put in charge of land with a value of 50,000 koku. He was a feudal lord who was not a 
hereditary vassal of the Tokugawa family. The following individuals in the Inaba family ruled until the end 
of Edo period: Sadamichi , Norimichi , Kazumichi , Nobumichi , Kagemichi , 
Tomomichi , Tsunemichi , Masamichi , Yasumichi , Hiromichi , Terumichi 

, Takamichi , Chikamichi , Akimichi , and Hisamichi . They ruled over ninety-
seven villages in Amabe District, thirty-nine in Ōita Distrct, and 143 in Ōno district, all of which were in 
Bungo Province (see Table 1). From Kan’ei 11 (1634) onwards, the Usuki Domain strengthened its 
prohibition on Christianity by carrying out religious inquisitions, having individuals create oaths stating 
that they were not Christian, and creating five household units. However, even in Manji 3 (1660), hidden 
Christians were found in Bungo Province. In Usuki Domain in Kanbun 5 (1665), three individuals became 
religion magistrates (Takamiya, Okabe, and Itō). They developed a system for carrying out fumie, managing 
relatives of former Christians, and religious inquisitions. In Genroku 2 (1689), their salary became twenty 
hyō, and two individuals were assigned to work below them. 
 (Related places): Mario Marega was born in Gorizia, located in Italy's northeastern region of Friuli. Vienna, 

Turin, Rome, Miyazaki, Ōita, Usuki, Himon’ya (Meguro City, Tōkyō). 
(Positions, etc.) Salesians of Don Bosco Missionary, Usuki Domain Office of Religious Affairs (religion 

magistrates / shūmon bugyō ) 
Archival History: Donated to the Vatican by Mario Marega in 1953. (The materials relating to Bungo 

Christians - the majority of the documents in the fonds - were purchased by Marega in the 1930s. ).  
Acquisition Source: Mario Marega  
Scope and Content: Fonds Marega can be divided into three major categories: (a) seventeenth to nineteenth 

century documents from the Usuki Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs related to Christianity, (b) the 
publication draft for Mario Marega’s Zoku Bungo kirishitan shiryō and his memos, survey notes, and 
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autobiographical manga, (c) historical materials related to eighteenth to nineteenth century Japanese 
Christians purchased at used bookstores and the like. 
a. A set of Christian-related seventeenth to nineteenth century documents from the Usuki Domain’s 

Office of Religious Affairs. It was acquired by Marega in the 1930s. While it is unclear how he 
obtained them, there is a record of him paying for them. At the time documents from domains were 
sold at used bookstores, so he may have purchased these documents at some of them. The documents 
are almost entirely from the domain's Office of Religious Affairs; there are no records from other 
government departments. Furthermore, the letters (jō) submitted from villages and the like as part of 
inquisitions of families of former Christians (birth, marriage, and death notices, etc.) are found 
grouped together in bags and the like. Some are stored in clothing, sweets, etc. boxes. The documents 
appear to have been put in them due to the deterioration of bags and the like. While it is not completely 
clear who did so, we can probably assume that it was Marega. 

b. A set of documents originating from Marega himself. It includes a publication manuscript for Zoku 
Bungo Kirishitan shiryō (A1), his memos, survey notes, an autobiographical manga, and so on. When 
Marega sent A1 and A2 from Japan to the Vatican, he put the documents included in the two volumes 
of his compilations in tin cans. There are also many drafts and memos from his work, which makes 
this set of documents very different from the others in this fonds. Other groups of documents generally 
remain in the same state as they were when managed at the Usuki Domain. However, A1 and A2 were 
structured by Marega. On the historical documents one finds numbers written for document 
management. The majority of Marega’s notes and memos are written in Italian. 

c. A set of materials from the Edo period that were purchased at used bookstores and the like. One finds 
receipts and purchase material lists for the items (related to the Oka Domain) Marega purchased from 
Hareruya Shoten   (Hallelujah Bookstore) in Ōita as well as documents purchased 
from the Nagasaki local historian Motoyama Motozō . We are working to determine exactly 
which documents in his collection were acquired in this way. 

Information on Additionally Received Documents: In May 2016 we received approximately 300 items 
related to the Usuki Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs from the Salesian Pontifical University’s Marega 
Collection in order to carry out conservation work on them. This set of documents was not sent to the 
Vatican in 1953. In the first decade of the new millennium, the Japanese priest Mizobe Osamu sent them to 
Salesian Pontifical University. Many are damaged, and when we received them they had not been 
catalogued. 

Organization Method: After engaging in a joint general survey with the Vatican Library, we assigned numbers, 
carried out preservation and conservation measures, and took digital photographs. Furthermore, a document 
catalogue and metadata were created in Japan. 

Usage Conditions: Under consideration.  
Languages Used: Languages Used: Japanese, Italian, German 
Physical Characteristics and Technical Requirements: ―  
Search Method: Vatican Library’s Fondo Marega (Bungo Christian) Database 
Location of Originals: Vatican Library 
Related Materials: (1) Salesian Pontifical University Library Marega Collection (Marega documents, 

classical literature, color-printed ukiyoe, old photographs, etc.); (2) Usuki City (Ōita Prefecture) Board of 
Education’s Usuki Domain Documents (like Fonds Marega, a set of documents from the Usuki Domain); 
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(3) Usuki domain village official documents (esp. the Ikemi Family documents held at the Oita Prefecture 
Ancient Sages Historical Archives); (4) Cimatti Museum materials, which include records related to 
Vincenzo Cimatti (Marega’s superior), and some Marega-related materials; (5) All of Fonds Marega’s 
digital images will be managed by the Vatican Library and the National Institutes for the Humanities, Japan. 
The University of Tokyo’s Historiographical Institute, Oita Prefecture Ancient Sages Historical Archives, 
and Usuki City Hall will manage their reproductions. 

Publications: Documents included in Bungo Kirishitan shiryō  (Historical Materials 
Related to Bungo Christians; 1942), Zoku Bungo Kirishitan shiryō (Historical Materials Related to Bungo 
Christians, vol. 2; 1946) are generally stored in A1 and A2. The Italian translation of the Kojiki was 
published in 1938, Ochiboshū in 1961, and Kirishitan no eiyū tachi in 1968. 

Notes:   
Name of Holding Institution: Vatican Library 
Author of Description: Ōtomo Kazuo 
Updated 12/03/2017 
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A11 
 

Reference Code: maregaA11 
Title: Fonds Marega File A11 
Date Range: 1687–1846 
Primary Date Range(s): Edo Period 
Date Range Notes: Jōkyō 4 (1687) – Kōka 3 (1846) 
Description Level: File 
Stacks Length / Quantity: 466 catalogue entries (362 archival documents / jō , 51 tatechō , 1 bundle, 

14 newspapers, 22 strings, 8 hōshi , 5 document cards, 3 slips of paper) 
Notes on Physical State: A11 consists of two groups of documents (A11.1, A11.2) that were held together by 

cotton preservation tape. A11.1 consists of 13 small groups of documents that were wrapped in a 
newspaper (Ōita Shimbun 01/20/1941) and tied with string. A11.2 consists of three groups of documents 
that were wrapped in newspapers (Ōsaka Mainichi / Tōkyō Nichi Nichi English Edition 02/12/1938, 
02/16/1938, 02/27/1938, 03/19/1938, 07/09/1940; Ōita Nichi Nichi Shimbun 02/13/1938; Ōita Shimbun 
07/05/1940) and wrapping material. These were then wrapped in another newspaper (the Italian newspaper 
Messaggero 06/22/1959) and tied together with twine. 

Provenance / Creation: Father Mario Marega. The Japanese archival documents were originally from Usuki 
Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs (shūmonkata ). 
Place Names: Ōita City and Usuki City, Ōita Prefecture; Himon’ya, Meguro City, Tōkyō-to 
Positions, etc.: Salesians of Don Bosco Missionary 
Archival History: Donated to the Vatican Library by Mario Marega in 1953. 
Scope and Content: File A11.1 is comprised of thirteen groups. All are corpse inspection certificates (entitled 

okakimono no koto ) submitted to the Usuki Domain in 1727 and 1728 (Kyōhō 12 and 13). 
(A11.1.20 is an exception; it is from 1760 / Hōreki 10). Information on a deceased person would be 
submitted by the person’s temple and village unit, and these reports would then managed and passed down 
as a set (total: 139 catalogue entries). These documents were made for descendants of former Christians, 
and most (98) are listed as descendants of Kirishitan shūmon korobi  (someone who had 
renounced Christianity). However, 18 are listed as a relative of a korobi honnin dōzen  
(person born to a former Christian after their renunciation of Christianity), 6 of a honnin dōzen  
(person born to a Christian before their renunciation of Christianity), 8 of Kirishitan shūmon honnin 

 (former Christian), 8 of a kokorobi honnin  (a former Christian who had 
renounced Christianity a long time ago), and 1 of a shin Kirishitan shūmon korobi  (a 
former Christian who had recently renounced Christianity). There is also a notification that Reichū, a 
relative of a former Christian and disciple at the temple Tafuku-ji, died at the temple Sanpō-ji in Ogawa 
Village (Higo). 

A11.2 is comprised of three document groups (A11.2.3, A11.2.4, A11.2.5). A11.2.3 consists of 41 
notifications regarding relatives of former Christians (ruizoku okayoi ) submitted to the Usuki 
Domain Office of Religious Affairs by village units on the 25th day of the 10th month of Tenpō 11 (1840). 
A village unit headman (ōjōya ) reported changes regarding relatives of former Christians 
(birth/death, marriage, divorce, moving, etc.). They were bound together with hōshi. Above the name of 
the relative in question there is a black seal that appears to have been stamped to indicate that the content 
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of the document was checked. When there were no changes involving such relatives, one finds nashi 
 (none) written in black or vermilion on the hōshi. It appears that the Office of Religious Affairs checked 

the documents after submission, and indicated this on the hōshi. In A11.2.3 is included a letter sent to an 
Osaka buyer regarding the purchase of brushes and ink used by the Office of Religious Affairs. 

A11.2.4 is primarily comprised of documents created by Ueda Kisuke  (30 items). They 
include documents asking whether to preserve a corpse in salt, certifying that a corpse has been set aside, 
and reporting corrections to a death record, as well as drafts (probably backup copies) of certificates of 
deaths of relatives of former Christian titled as follows: “(Number) Record Booklet [no chō ], 
(Person’s Name) Relative [kei ].” From the various documents created and sent as reports, it appears 
that death notifications and the like were sent to Ueda Kisuke, and, after clerical work was completed, then 
sent to the magistrate’s office (bugyōsho ), amongst other places. 

A11.2.5 consists of parts that became separated from bundles related to religion investigations, including 
a 1687 (Jōkyō 4) “Record of Christians and Their Relatives,” records of newly born Christian relatives 
submitted in the 7th month of Genroku 2 (1689) by village units (covering from the 1st day of the 12th 
month of Genroku 1 [1688] to the 29th day of the 6th month of Genroku 2) (39 items).  

A11.1’s okakimono no koto Marega numbers are as follows (in order of subnumber): M27–M48, 841–
860, M65–M72, M73–M89, 811–840, M49–M64, 901–920, M3–M26, 921–940 (929 is missing), 861–
880, 959–980, 981–1002, and 881–900. 

A11.2 is numbered as follows. A11.2.3: B51–B73 (B53 is missing) and B205–B222. A11.2.4: B330–
353. A11.2.5: B47–49, B41–B44, B27–B34 (B30 and B33 are missing). 

 
Languages Used: Approx. 414 Japanese catalogue entries, 8 Italian catalogue entries, 14 English catalogue 

entries (newspapers). 
Date Description Written: 11/13/2017 
Author of Description: Kawahara Akihisa 
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A12 
 

Reference Code: maregaA12 
Title: Fonds Marega File A12 
Date Range: 1689–1802 
Primary Date Range(s): 1889, 1718–1727, 1801–1802. 
Date Range Notes: 1689 (Genroku 2), 1718 (Kyōhō 3) – 1727 (Kyōhō 12), 1801 (Kyōwa 1) – 1802 (Kyōwa 

2) 
Description Level: File 
Quantity: 1,041 catalogue entries (A12.1.0 to A12.7.78)(12 belt-shaped hōshi , 23 strings, 1 string with 

writing on it, 7 bags, 1 slip of paper, 953 jō , 43 jō [with harigami  / papers attached], 1 hōshi) 
Notes on Physical State: A12 is comprised of documents that were kept in seven kōzo  (paper mulberry)  

bags. They were placed in these bags based on their time of creation and content. The date ranges written  
on the bags and the actual date ranges of the individual documents in them almost entirely match. 95.6%  
of the documents are jō. 

Provenance / Creation: Father Mario Marega. The Christian-related materials that he gathered are primarily  
from the Usuki Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs (shūmonkata ). 

Place Names: Italy; Ōita City and Usuki City, Ōita Prefecture; Himon’ya, Meguro City, Tōkyō-to 
Positions: Salesians of Don Bosco Missionary. The vast majority of the Christian-related materials are from 

Usuki Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs. 
Archival History: Given in 1953 by Mario Marega to the Vatican.  
Scope and Content:As indicated in “Notes on Physical State,” file A12 is comprised of a group of documents  

from the Office of Religious Affairs that were in seven bags made from kōzo as well as Marega’s strings, 
memos, etc. that were with them. 

The date ranges and document content descriptions written on the outside of the bags are as follows. 
(A12 container titles, etc.) 

A12.1  21st day of the 11th month of Kyōhō 3 (year of the Dog) to 20th day of the 6th month of 
Kyōhō 4 (year of the Boar) – Deaths of former Christians’ relatives (342) 
A12.2  21st day of the 6th month of Kyōhō 12 (year of the Sheep) to 20th day of the 11th month of 
Kyōhō 12 (year of the Sheep) – Deaths and unusual deaths of former Christians’ relatives (236) 
A12.3  21st day of the 12th month of Kyōwa 1 (year of the Rooster) to 20th day of the 11th month 
of Kyōwa 2 (year of the Dog ) – Deaths and unusual deaths of former Christians’ relatives (202) 
A12.4  21st day of the 6th month of Kyōhō 12 (year of the Sheep) to 20th day of the 11th month of 
Kyōhō 12 – Births of former Christians’ relatives (59 items) 
A12.5  21st day of the 12th month of Kyōhō 9 (year of the Dragon) to 20th day of the 6th month of 
Kyōhō 10 (year of the Snake) – Births of former Christians’ relatives (124) 

A12.6  (Genroku 2) Bag of documents recording births by workers (10) 
A12.7  21st day of the 6th month of Kyōhō 11 (year of the Horse) to 20th day of the 11th month of 
Kyōhō 11 – Births of former Christians’ relatives (80) 

The document date ranges and content descriptions written on the bags almost entirely match the actual 
date ranges and content of the documents in them. The documents in the bags are divided into multiple 
groups with twine strings, as well as with pulp strips of paper upon which Marega wrote memos in pen. 
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While perhaps a result of the documents being kept in the state they were in when acquired, there is 
probably a need to further examine how the documents were organized at the Office of Religious Affairs 
(from where they originated) as well as by Marega. 

The documents are almost all tategami  (horizontally oriented pieces of paper). There are some 
kirigami  (paper with margins cut off), and tsugigami  (glued together pieces of paper). They 
are documents related to the birth, death, marriage, and adoption of descendants of Usuki Domain former 
Christians (honnin ) or of descendants of Usuki Domain children who were born when their parent 
was Christian (honnin dōzen ). As is written on the bags, most are related to birth and death. 
The vast majority of people covered are not samurai. Based on their names and other information, it 
appears that they were Buddhist and Shinto priests, doctors, and so on. 

In the main text of birth notifications one finds their relationship to the honnin / honnin dōzen, their 
name at birth, and date of birth. Their birth parents, place of residence (village name, etc.) and so on are 
also noted. They were sent by a village unit headman (shōya ), and addressed to three people at the 
Office of Religious Affairs (magistrates / bugyō ). 

When a relative of a former Christian died, two notifications were created: one from village power-
holders for the Office of Religious Affairs, and one from the temple to which they belonged, also for the 
Office of Religious Affairs. They record the place of residence and name of the honnin / honnin dōzen, the 
deceased person’s relationship to the honnin / honnin dōzen, the village to which the relative belonged, as 
well as their date of death and cause of death. The documents also state that there were no abnormalities 
with the corpse. The senders were the relative’s five-household unit, village officials (benzashi ), and 
the head of their village unit. The addressees were three people at the Office of Religious Affairs 
(magistrate). The number of senders varies. Temples’ notifications were primarily the same content as the 
village notifications (however, they did not include cause of death). They noted whether the body was 
cremated or buried, and state that the head priest of the temple checked the corpse. The sender is the 
temple’s head priest, and the addressees were three people at the Office of Religious Affairs (magistrates). 

 
Languages Used: Japanese, 

Italian, English (Newspaper) 
Date Description Written:  

11/13/2017 
Description Author: Okamura  

Kazuyuki 
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A13 
 
Reference Code: maregaA13 

Title: Fonds Marega File A13 
Date Range: 1688–1942 
Primary Date Range(s): Early 18th century to first half of 19th century. However, the are some items from 

the 17th century and late 19th century.  
Date Range Notes: 1688 (Shōkyō 5) – 1942 (Shōwa 17) 

Description Level: File 
Stacks Length / Quantity: 635 catalogue entries, 638 items 

Details: 513 archival document catalogue entries (499 jō  catalogue entries / 499 items, 13 tatechō 
 catalogue entries / 13 items, 1 small yokochō   catalogue entry / 1 item), 4 book catalogue entries 

/ 7 items, 5 bills / money envelopes, 6 slips of paper, 1 card, 9 pieces of paper for wrapping / newspapers, 
2 envelopes, 12 hōshi , 35 strings (strings, koyori , strips of paper), 10 Marega memos (cards), 
37 Marega memos (slips of paper), 1 Marega article 

Notes on Physical State: Before surveying, this file was in a special oxygen-free plastic bag used by the  
Vatican Library to kill bacteria. There were some archival documents, etc. divided up by newspapers  
(Hōshū Shimpō 02/03/1938, 07/13/1940; Ōsaka Mainichi / Tōkyō Nichi Nichi English Edition 02/12/1938;  
Oita Shimbun 07/14/1940, Asahi Shimpō 01/12/1940, NOON EXTRA shanghai 12/24/1942, etc.),  
envelopes, etc., as well as uncategorized groups of woodblock print books and archival documents  
grouped together with cotton preservation tape. There were four cards providing an overview of the  
documents’ content. I was unable to find Marega Numbers. As part of the 2013–2016 general survey  
preservation measures were carried out. Currently the documents are in acid-free paper envelopes that  
have been placed in a special container. 

Provenance / Creation: Father Mario Marega. The archival documents are originally from Usuki Domain's  

Office of Religious Affairs (shūmonkata ). 
Place Names: Ōita City and Usuki City, Ōita Prefecture; Himon’ya, Meguro City, Tōkyō–to 
Positions, etc.: Salesians of Don Bosco Missionary. Archival documents are originally from Usuki Domain 

Office of Religious Affairs (religion magistrates / shūmon bugyō ). 
Archival History: Donated to the Vatican Library by Mario Marega in 1953.  
Acquisition Source: Same as fonds. 

Scope and Content: A13 is comprised of subfiles (1 to 25). In A13.1 there is a card that was under a string  
that held together the whole file. 

The A13.2–5, 7–9 subfiles have jō  wrapped in multiple newspapers. The bills, etc. in A13.10 and 
the diary and fragments in A13.11 were also wrapped in newspaper. The content of the remaining subfiles 
is as follows. 

A13.6 Marega article; A13.12–13 Tenpō Bukan  (shogunate personnel directory) vol. 1 & 3; 
A13.14 menu notes (1792 / Kansei 4 and later); A13.15 Bukan vol. 2; A13.16–18 Yoshioka Sannai 

 Ooku  memos, 5 year accounting book for Ooku expenses, Junken gubu ninzu 
kakitsuke ; A13.19–22 woodblock print books; A13.23–24 records of events, 
Japanese archery, etc. (copy); A13.25 Public and private notes (kōshi no tomegaki  1824 
/ Bunsei 7) 
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In this way, A13 is comprised of a diverse set of materials. Judging from the presence of notes by Marega 
and the use of newspapers to wrap the subfiles, it is highly likely that Marega created the subfiles. 

Subfiles A13.2–5, 7–9 are multiple jō wrapped in newspapers and the like. A13.2 is documents related 
to the Office of Religious Affairs (A13.2.1.5) and Togami  family documents related to land sales 
from 1692 (Genroku 5) to 1880 (Meiji 13). Togami family members served as Oheya  foot soldiers 
(ashigaru ), shogunate gun corps (omochi zutsu gumi ), and Ogumi  rank samurai. 
During the Tenpō period (1830–1843), Togami Kiheita  served as the assistant to the Office of 
Religious Affairs. The relationship between the Togami family documents and the Office of Religious 
Affairs is not clear. However, considering that the presence of later documents (1880 / Meiji 13, etc.), it is 
highly likely that these Togami family documents were mixed in at a later point and did not come from the 
Office of Religious Affairs. Office of Religious Affairs documents include notifications of people entering 
and exiting the Usuki Domain, and show us how people moved through the Seto Inland Sea. 

A13.3 is comprised of archival documents from 1723 (Kyōhō 8). They include requests to enter the 
Buddhist order as well as documents for grasping the movement of people. We also find two documents 
(entitled okakimono no koto ) that are corpse inspection certificates for relatives of former 
Christians. A13.4 is a group of only okakimono no koto from 1701 (Genroku 14). A13.5 and A13.7–8 are 
groupings primarily of okakimono no koto. However, they are from multiple time periods. A13.9 is 
okakimono no koto from 1709 (Hōei 6) and 1710 (Hōei 7). Okakimono no koto from 1688 (Shōkyō 5) are 
in A13.5.4, and those from 1813 (Bunka 10) in A13.5.5. 319 of the archival documents in A13 are 
okakimono no koto. 

The bukan in A13.12–13, 15 are missing their covers, and therefore it is not completely clear whether 
they were originally part of one set. However, since volumes 1, 2 and 3 (jō , chū , ge ) are included, 
I treated them as such. The kōshi no tomegaki in A13.25 was in an envelope marked “Nikki Okahan” (in 
the roman alphabet). It is apparently a record from the Usuki Domain; one finds the phrase “Gion-no-su 
yoriai-jo”  (Gion-no-su Merchant House). 

In this subfile there are also other groups of documents that originally came from a different place. It is 
highly likely that the documents in A13.11 were purchased at Hareruya Shoten  
(Hallelujah Bookstore). A13.11.0.2 has a price tag from this bookstore (¥8). The aforementioned A13.2 is 
also a group of documents not from the 
Office of Religious Affairs. There is the 
possibility that these were not purchased 
from a seller of used books; they might 
have been mixed in with documents from 
the Office of Religious Affairs at a later 
date. 

 
Languages Used: Japanese, 48 Italian  

catalogue entries, 9 English catalogue  
entries (newspapers), 1 Japanese (Roman  
alphabet) catalogue entry 

Date Description Written: 10/16/2017 
Description Author: Sakurai Nariaki 
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A14 
 

 
Reference Code: maregaA14 
Title: Fonds Marega File A14 
Date Range: 1687-1844 
Primary Date Range(s): 
Date Range Notes: From Joko to Tenpō 
Description Level: File 
Stacks Length / Quantity: 
Notes on Physical State: A14 consists of 5 groups of documents (A14.3–7) wrapped in newspaper, etc. and  

string. These groups were then wrapped in the Italian newspaper L’OSSERVATORE ROMANO  
(06/21/1959), and tied together with a twine. (Cotton preservation tape was added after discovery so that  
the bundle would stay together). One finds a book card (A14.1) upon which the content of the tied together  
documents is written. On the outside of the documents one finds memos (A14.2) upon which their Marega  
Numbers have been written (probably by Marega). There are many documents considerably damaged due  
to bugs, etc. 

Provenance / Creation: Father Mario Marega. The Japanese archival documents are originally from Usuki 
Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs (shūmonkata ). 
Place Names: Ōita City and Usuki City, Ōita Prefecture; Himon’ya, Meguro City, Tōkyō-to. 
Positions, etc.: Salesians of Don Bosco Missionary, Usuki Domain Office of Religious Affairs. 
Archival History: Given in 1953 by Mario Marega to the Vatican. 
Scope and Content: For some A14 groups, we can surmise why they are grouped together, and for others we  

cannot. Below I will introduce the former. 
A14.3.1 is primarily composed of notifications regarding the deaths of descendants of (probably 
Usuki Domain) former Christians. Their dates span from the Kanpō period to the Tenpō period (1741–
1843). A14.3.2.3 and A14.3.2.4 are notifications sent to the Kumamoto Domain’s Office of Religious 
Affairs regarding the handling of descendants of former Christians from the Higo Domain that died 
in the Usuki Domain. A14.3.2.5-8 are notifications sent to the Nobeoka Domain regarding the deaths 
of descendants of former Christians. They are from 1800 (Kansei 12) and 1804 (Bunka 1). A14.3.2.9 
to A14.3.3.4 are notifications sent to the Kumamoto Domain regarding the deaths of descendants of 
former Christians. They span from 1684 to 1800 (Shōkyō period to Kansei period). A14.3.5.4 consists 
of a total of six documents (attestations that a person belongs to a certain Buddhist sect called shūmon 
uketori tegata , etc.). They are from 1863 (Bunkyū 3). 

In this way A14.3 consists of death certificates, etc. for descendants of former Christians from outside 
Usuki Domain grouped by domain. However, some of A14.3.2’s documents are about people from the 
Kumamoto Domain, as are some in A14.3.3. In this way, all documents are not categorized by domain. 

A14.4.1: 8 clerical documents from the Office of Religious Affairs 
A14.4.2: 22 documents from 1723 (Kyōhō 8) (notification of death due to illness, notification of 
moving / request to move) 
A14.4.3: 73 documents from 1843 and 1844 (Tenpō 14, 15) (notification of moving, request to go to 
other domain to, for example, visit Ise shrine) 
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A14.4.5: 60 death notifications from 1701 (Genroku 14). 
A14.5.2: 11 notifications of Buddhist priests who are descendants of former Christians staying at 
temples in other domains. 1772 (Meiwa 9) to 1777 (An’ei 6). 
A14.6.1: 23 reports from 1708 (Hōei 5) on number of people going to other places, number of sick 
people, etc. 
A14.7: Many documents related to Kujo Village. 
Groups not covered here (for example A14.4.4) consist of documents that vary in content and dates. 
It is hard to tell why they are together. On the other hand, there are some consistent in terms of content 
and dates (such as A14.4.5). One is left with the impression that this file was left as-is in the middle 
of it being organized. 

 
Languages Used: Japanese, Italian 
Date Description Written: 09/27/2017 
Description Author: Watanabe Kōichi 
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A15 

 
Reference Code: maregaA15 
Title: Fonds Marega File A15 
Date Range: 1687–1753 
Primary Date Range(s): Around 1700 
Date Range Notes: 1687 (Jōkyō 4) to 1753 (Hōreki 3). 44 catalogue entries for which date is unclear. 
Description Level: File 
Quantity: 934 catalogue entries (908 archival documents [including 1 fragment, 1 fusen ], 17 bundling 

strings, 5 bags, 2 strips of paper, and 2 Italian-language memos) 
Notes on Physical State: A15 consists of five groups of Edo period documents in paper bags held together 

with cotton preservation tape. There is a card (A15.1) that describes its content in Italian. There are cases 
in which the documents in a bag form multiple document groups. In A15.5, two groups (A15.5.1, A15.5.2) 
are wrapped in thick Western-style paper upon which Marega numbers have been written (probably by 
Marega), and tied with twine. With regard to A15.6, A15.6.103 is comprised of ten documents. In A15.6 
only these documents were wrapped in thick Western paper upon which Italian-language memos are 
written. 

Provenance / Creation: Father Mario Marega. Documents collected by Marega are primarily from Usuki 
Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs (shūmonkata ). 
Place Names: Ōita City and Usuki City, Ōita Prefecture; Himon’ya, Meguro City, Tōkyō-to 
Positions, etc.: Salesians of Don Bosco Missionary. 
Archival History: Given in 1953 by Mario Marega to the Vatican. 
Scope and Content: File A15 is comprised of reports regarding descendants of former Christians submitted 

to the Usuki Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs by village power-holders, temple head priests, heads of 
samurai family units, etc., under the domain’s rule. On one of the bags is written “Bag of documents 
regarding children born” and on 4 others “Births to descendants of former Christians.” The vast majority 
of documents in the bags are related to birth. However, some of them are related to death, marriage in 
which the wife join’s the husband’s family, adoption, divorce, moving, working for others, and so on. 
There are also some documents sent from officials and temples in other domains related to, for example, 
descendants of former Christians who had died while living outside of Usuki Domain. As can be clearly 
seen in the lower row of Table 1 “Documents Unrelated to Birth,” in A15.4–6 there are some documents 
not related to birth. While on the A15.6 bag appears the date Kyōhō (1732), no documents from this year 
can be found. The documents contained in the bag are from various years. 

In A15.4, there are 18 documents unrelated to birth: 10 related to marriages in which the wife joins the 
husband’s family, 6 related to marriages in which the husband joins the wife’s family, and 2 related to 
adoption. They do not appear to be directly related to this subfile’s birth notifications. In A15.5 there are 
19 documents unrelated to birth: 10 related to deaths, 7 related to adoption, and 2 related to marriage in 
which the husband joins the wife’s family. Some are closely related to the birth notifications: the 10 death 
notifications are all about people born within the time period written on the bag (Table 2). In A15.5.1.1.4.1–
2 and A15.5.1.1.7.1–2, we find birth and death notifications for the same individuals folded together. In 
this bag there are birth certificates for all of the individuals appearing on death certificates. 
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In A15.6 there are 408 documents unrelated to births, and only 25 birth notifications. Also, all of the 
documents in the bag are from years different than those indicated on the bag. Some of the 25 birth 
notifications (Table 3) are from years following the time period written on A15.2: “21st day of 11th month 
of Genroku 11 to 20th day of 6th month of Genroku 12.” This means that the storage and management of 
even documents from neighboring years related to birth notifications differed greatly. Furthermore, in 
A15.6 all birth notifications are together with death notifications, as is the case in A15.5. There are no 
stand-alone birth notifications like in A15.2 (Table 3). Non-birth documents are as follows: 397 death 
documents, 1 divorce document, 2 documents about going to work for someone, 2 religion oaths, and 6 
moving documents. It appears that majority of documents in A15.6 were replaced at some point with others. 

    On the other hand, at the beginning of the text on the underside of the right edge (hashi uragaki
) of some documents in A15 one finds “ ” (A15.5.1.15, A15.6.74.1, A15.6.103.4.1, A15.6.115.2, 

A15.6.154.1), “ ” (A15.5.2.36.1, A15.59, A15.6.73.1.1, A15.6.105, A15.6.108.1), and “ ” 
(A15.6.61.1). These were probably written by Usuki Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs. The meaning 
of these and other marks should be analyzed while referring to other files. 

    Also, on birth notifications from 1698 (Genroku 11), 1699 (Genroku 12), and 1702 (Genroku 15) one 
finds writing in red (Photograph 1). This writing, which appears at the beginning of the documents, 
indicates the source of information—for example, “Birth Record Book 1”—and often appears at the 
beginning of the document. This probably indicates that the information comes from the first volume of 
the birth record book managed by the domain’s Office of Religious Affairs. Based on these red notes, it 
appears that there were at least 16 volumes of these birth records. In A15.2 documents with this birth 
record note were arranged almost entirely in order, from 1 to 16. In 1687 (Jōkyō 4), the Usuki Domain 
informed the domain’s major officials of the shogunate’s order banning Christianity and began surveillance 
of descendants of former Christians. This might be related to the presence of this red writing. While one 
does not find this red writing on documents from this year, this is probably because they are all death 
notifications; in A15 this red writing is only found on birth notifications. This red writing ceases to appear 
after 1702 (Genroku 15). One then finds some documents with red marks at the beginning of the hashi 
uragaki (Photograph 2). On birth notifications from 1717 (Kyōhō 11) to 1720 (Kyōhō 14), as well as 1753 
(Hōreki 3; the latest document year in this file), this red mark appears. There were no documents in this 
file with both the red mark at the beginning of the hashi uragaki and the red writing near the main text’s 
title starting with “birth record.” 
 

Languages Used: Japanese, Italian 
Date Description Written: 12/05/2017 
Description Author: Hirai Yoshito 
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Photograph 1: An example of the red writing (A15.2.1.1) 
Photograph 2: An example of the red mark (A15.4.1) 
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Historical Document
Number (Death)

Name
Year of
Death

Day of
Death

Historical
Document Number

Birth

Year of
Birth

Day of
Birth

Notes

1 A15.5.1.1.4.1–2 Shichinosuke Kyōhō 13 19th day
2nd month A15.5.1.1.4.3 Kyōhō 13 14th day

2nd month ○

2 A15.5.1.1.2.1–2 Ichinosuke Kyōhō 13 14th day
6th month A15.5.1.1.5 Kyōhō 12 2nd day

12th month ×

3 A15.5.1.1.3.1–2 Kii Kyōhō 12 14th day
1st month A15.5.1.1.6 Kyōhō 12 20th day

11th month ×

4 A15.5.1.1.7.1–2 Sukeshirō Kyōhō 13 3rd day
2nd month A15.5.1.1.7.3 Kyōhō 13 28th day

1st month ○

5 A15.5.1.1.9.1–2 Seizaemon Kyōhō 13 9th day
2nd month A15.5.1.1.8 Kyōhō 13 4th day

1st month ×

(Table 2) All Death Notification Documents and Birth Notification Documents for Same Individuals Appearing in A15.5

“○” in the notes column indicates that the death document and birth document were folded together. “×” indicates that they
were separate.

Era Name &
Year

Western
Calendar

A15.2 A15.3 A15.4 A15.5 A15.6 Total

Document
s
Unrelated
to Birth

Bag of
documents
regarding
children born

Births to
descendants
of former
Christians

Births to
descendants
of former
Christians

Births to
descendants
of former
Christians

Births to
descendants
of former
Christians

21st day of 11th
month of
Genroku 11 to
20th day of 6th
month of
Genroku 12

21st day of
6th month of
Kyōhō 14 to
20th day of
11th month
of Kyōhō 14

21st day of
11th month
of Kyōhō 11
to 20th day
of 6th month
of Kyōhō 12

21st day of
11th month
of
Kyōhō 12 to
20th day of
6th month
Kyōhō 13

21st day of
6th month of
Kyōhō 17 to
20th day of
11th month
of Kyōhō 17

Jōkyō 4 1687 27 27 27
Genroku 11 1698 24 24 0
Genroku 12 1699 118 69 187 60
Genroku 14 1701 106 106 106
Genroku 15 1702 203 203 191
Genroku 16 1703 1 1 1
Genroku 17 2 2 2
Hōei 1 2 2 2
Hōei 8
(Shōtoku 1)

1711 1 1 1

Shōtoku 5 1715 2 2 2
Shōtoku 6 1716 2 2 2
Kyōhō 11 1726 13 13 4
Kyōhō 12 1727 94 28 122 16
Kyōhō 13 1728 87 87 17
Kyōhō 14 1729 74 74 0
Kanpō 1 1741 1 1 0
Enkyō 3 1746 1 1 0
Hōreki 2 1752 1 1 1
Hōreki 3 1753 8 8 6

3 3 3
35 2 4 41 4

177 74 107 117 433 908 445
Documents
Unrelated to
Birth

0 0 18 19 408 445

Writing on Bag

(Table 1) Years Written on A15's Bags and Content of Historical Materials Therein

Total

1704

Undecipherable
No date
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Historical
Document Number

Birth
Name

Year of
Birth

Day of
Birth

Historical
Document
Number (Death)

Year of
Death

Day of
Death

Notes

1 A15.6.3.3 San’emon Genroku 12 9th day
8th month A15.6.3.1 2 Genroku 12 14th day

8th month ○

2 A15.6.20.3 Tōichi Genroku 15 27th day
1st month A15.6.20.1 2 Genroku 15 5th day

2nd month ○

3 A15.6.44.2 Gosaburō Genroku 15 5th day
2nd month A15.6.44.1 3 Genroku 15 9th day 4th

month ○

4 A15.6.53.3 Sawa Genroku 12 1st day 7th
month A15.6.53.1 2 Genroku 12 13th day

7th month ○

5 A15.6.88.3 Shichisuke Genroku 12 6th day
8th month A15.6.88.1 2 Genroku 12

8th day of
the

intercalary
9th month

○

6 A15.6.93.2 Kyō Genroku 12 2nd day
7th month A15.6.93.1 3 Genroku 12 3rd day 7th

month ○

7 A15.6.97.2 Kesa Genroku 12 24th day
6th month A15.6.97.1 3 Genroku 12 4th day 9th

month ○

8 A15.6.99.2 Tama Genroku 12 16th day
7th month A15.6.99.1 3 Genroku 12 26th day

10th month ○

9 A15.6.104.1 Kaya Genroku 15 5th day 1st
month A15.6.104.2 3 Genroku 15 19th day

2nd month ○

10 A15.6.106.1 Fume Genroku 15 26 day 2nd
month A15.6.106.2 3 Genroku 15 27th day

4th month ○

11 A15.6.110.3 Kichi Genroku 12
30th day

10th
month

A15.6.110.1 2 Genroku 12 5th day
11th month ○

12 A15.6.114 Heiemon Kanpō 1
4th day

10th
month

13 A15.6.117 Katsuji Hōreki 3
6th day

11th
month

14 A15.6.118 Bunzaemon Hōreki 3 2nd day
9th month

15 A15.6.120 Sayo Enkyō 3
19th day

10th
month

16 A15.6.127.3 Sanjūrō Genroku 15 5th day 1st
month A15.6.127.1 2 Genroku 15 8th day 1st

month ○

17 A15.6.128.1 Seishichi Genroku 15 16th day
6th month A15.6.128.2 3 Genroku 15 21st day

6th month ○

18 A15.6.150.2 Matsunosuke Genroku 15 11th day
2nd month A15.6.150.1 3 Genroku 15 21st day

2nd month ○

19 A15.6.155.2 Tsuna Genroku 15 10th day
2nd month A15.6.155.1 3 Genroku 15 13th day

2nd month ○

20 A15.6.156.3 Tatsu Genroku 15 23rd day
2nd month A15.6.156.1 2 Genroku 15 27th day

2nd month ○

21 A15.6.157.2 Kohachi Genroku 15 16th day
2nd month A15.6 157.1 3 Genroku 15 19th day

4th month ○

22 A15.6.158.2 Tōkurō Genroku 12

17th day
of the

intercalary
9th month

A15.6 158.1 3 Genroku 12

24th day of
the

intercalary
9th month

○

23 A15.6.167.3 Matsu Genroku 15 22nd day
3rd month A15.6.167.1 2 Genroku 15 18th day

4th month ○

24 A15.6.170.3 Jin’ichirō Genroku 15 11th day
1st month A15.6.170.1 2 Genroku 15 14th day

2nd month ○

25 A15.6.174.3 Ichi Genroku 12

6th day of
the

intercalary
9th month

A15.6.174.1 2 Genroku 12

19th day of
the

intercalary
9th month

○

(Table 3) All Birth Notification Documents and Death Notification Documents for Same Individuals Appearing in A15.6

“○” in the notes column indicates that the birth document and death document were folded together. “ ” indicates that no
death notification for the same person that appears on the birth notification was found in A15.6.
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A16 
 

Reference Code: maregaA16 
Title: Fonds Marega File 16 
Date Range: 1635–1959  
Primary Date Range(s): Primarily spans from the 18th to the mid-19th century. Includes some items from the 
17th and 20th century. 
Date Range Notes: 1635 (Kan’ei 12) – 1959 (Shōwa 34) 
Description Level: File 
Quantity: 649 catalogue entries (342 jō , 44 tatechō , 6 yokochō , 5 bundles, 2 plans / maps, 1 

notebook, 14 cards, 10 postcards, 118 paper slips, 2 manuscripts, 6 bags, 46 hōshi , 13 envelopes, 12 
newspapers, 10 koyori , 17 strings, 1 fusen , 1 atsugami ) 

Notes Regarding Physical State: Before the general survey began in 2013, this file was in a special oxygen-
free plastic bag used by the Vatican Library to kill bacteria. Therefore, it is unclear whether it was 
previously in a different container and, if so, what this container was like. This file is comprised of six 
groupings of documents divided by paper string, twine, newspaper, paper for wrapping, envelopes, and so 
on. As part of the 2013 to 2016 general survey, preservation measures were carried out. Currently the 
documents are in acid-free paper preservation envelopes and simple tatōgami  that have been placed 
in a special container. 

Provenance / Creation: Father Mario Marega. Documents collected by Marega are primarily from Usuki 
Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs (shūmonkata ). Some are from the Funai Domain. 

Place Names: Ōita City and Usuki City, Ōita Prefecture; Himon’ya, Meguro City, Tōkyō-to 
Positions, etc.: Salesians of Don Bosco Missionary 
Archival History: Given in 1953 by Mario Marega to the Vatican. One finds, for example, an Italian 

newspaper from 1959. It thus appears that some of the content of this file was added / mixed in at a later 
date. 

Scope and Content: A16 is comprised of eight groups. The vast majority of them are documents grouped 
together by newspapers (from the 1930s to 1950s), paper for wrapping, envelopes, paper string, twine, etc., 
as well as notes written by Marega himself or someone working with him. Based on the years of the 
newspapers used to wrap these groups, it appears that Marega organized / used these materials in the 
second half of the 1930s and first half of the 1940s. However, there are documents from the same year that 
were held together with koyori apparently made during the early modern period (A16.7.3.2, A16.7.4.1, 
A16.7.4.2, etc.), which might be a result of the Usuki Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs organizing and 
managing them during this time period. 

A16.1 mainly consists of documents wrapped in a dark blue paper. There are materials related to the 
receiving of and payment for items, daily work, and so on (with titles like “Tax Record,” “Journal,” etc.) 
from Usuki Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs, as well as materials that show the number of members 
of various Usuki Domain retainer families. 

In A16.2, Marega number documents B895 to B909 are wrapped with newspaper. It appears that it 
brings together materials that were sent by Usuki Domain retainers. 

In A16.3 there is a pile of five cards upon which Marega wrote. 
A16.4 is a group that enables us to clearly understand how Marega managed and categorized materials. 
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A16.4.4.1.1 “Catalogo dei documenti nella persecuz. in Giappone D. Marega 1938” (Marega  
Catalogue) is a book organizing materials based on the numbers Marega assigned to them (Marega  
numbers). He assigned numbers spanning from 1 to 1000, M1 to M1000, and B1 to B941. In this book,  
materials’ years of creation, classifications, and overviews are written. (For M801 to B13 only the years  
of creation are included.) It is a foundational resource for examining how these materials were managed  
and passed down to us today. 

Below I have listed A16.4 groups of materials for which we can surmise Marega's intention behind  
organizing and categorizing them. 

A16.4.1.2 consists of documents from the Jisha Bugyō  and after the Meiji Restoration  
(1868). These are materials that Marega judged to be different in nature from those of the Office of 
Religious Affairs. A16.4.1.3 consists of a bundle of certificates stating how paper received from various 
government offices for fumie record books created by Office of Religious Affairs officials and the 
magistrate’s office (daikansho ) was used, as well as the number of sheets that were left over. In 
light of the kinds of string used and how it is bound, we can say with confidence that it was bound together 
at a later point—perhaps by Marega. A16.4.1.4 consists of documents and tatechō fragments catalogued 
under the Marega number B74. A16.4.2.2.1 consists of memos regarding requests by people to extend 
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stays in a certain places. A16.4.2.2.2 consists of memos regarding people returning to their homes and 
moving. A16.4.2.2.3 are documents regarding marriages. A16.4.4 is a collection of records and memos 
regarding Marega’s organization of materials. A16.4.6 consists of fragmented materials, such as a tatechō 
collected to be pieced together. A16.4.7.1–3 consists of records regarding the prohibition of Christianity, 
as well as religious investigations in domains besides the Usuki Domain. 16.4.7.4 is a bundle relating to 
relatives of former Christians born in the 8th and 9th month of Genroku 2 (1689). Each document has a 
different Marega number assigned to it. It is possible that this was also bound together by Marega at a later 
point. A16.4.7.10 is a group of memos regarding births and deaths in 1829 (Bunsei 12). A16.4.7.11–12 is 
a group of bags for holding documents made at the Office of Religious Affairs. A16.4.8 is a group of 
memos by Marega. 

A16.5 and A16.6 include corpse inspection certificates of descendants of former Christians and  
documents recording the number of members of retainer families.  

A16.7 was wrapped in the newspaper Il Quotidiano (06/25/1959). It primarily consists of oaths attesting  
to non-Christian religious affiliation submitted by farmers in Miyao Village (Mie Shimo Village Unit) in  
the 11th month of Kan’ei 12 (1635), and corpse inspection certificates submitted by temples in the Usuki  
Domain in the 1st month of Enpō 7 (1679) (A16.7.4.1.1–17), the 1st month of Genroku 16 (1703)  
(A16.7.4.2.1–13), and the 1st month of Hōei 2 (1705) (A16.7.3.2.1–A16.7.3.31). Comparatively speaking,  
these remain organized as they were by the Office of Religious Affairs. They are organized in a way that  
is clearly different than the other materials.  

A16.8 appears to be records of people who carried out fumie as part of the Usuki Domain’s religious 
investigations at their household due to illness and documents regarding religious investigations from the 
Funai Domain. 

 
Languages Used: Japanese, Italian, English (Newspaper), Japanese (Roman alphabet) 
Date Description Written: 11/15/2017 
Description Author: Ōta Naohiro 
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Part Selected Documents of the Fonds Marega 
A11-A16 
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A11  “Document (Letter of Inquiry Regarding the Preservation in Salt of the Body of Funai Domain Maki Village’s Jin’emon.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1. “Document (Letter of Inquiry Regarding the Preservation in Salt of the Body of Funai Domain Maki Village’s 
Jin’emon. Sent to Tsukiban Yanagisawa Hachirōemon. Regarding the Record of the Person Preserved in Salt” 
(A11.2.4.2.9). 
 
[Annotation] “22nd day of the 12th month; A letter from Kisuke; Replied.” 
 
I saw your letters from the 4th day and 18th day of last month and the 7th day of this month. I am glad to hear that you 
are performing your work better than ever. 

On the 20th day I sent to the Tsukiban Yanagisawa Hachirōemon a letter of inquiry regarding the preservation in 
salt of the body of Funai Domain Maki Village’s Jin’emon, and was told to do as is always done. 

The “Record Book Regarding Two Periods” arrived yesterday. I was instructed to check it, and am currently doing 
so in detail. I will carry this out so that there are no mistakes. At this time a document regarding preserving the corpse in 
salt arrived, so I will contact you with the details at a later date. 

With regard to Kyūdayū, I will send it tomorrow, the 23rd. Otherwise, nothing has changed.  
22nd day of the 12th month 

Ueda Kisuke (Jōkyū Signature Seal) 
Iwate Rokuzaemon 
Nakamura Unpachi 
Mutō Matasuke 
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Sent to Tsukiban Yanagisawa Hachirōemon. Regarding the Record of the Person Preserved in Salt” (A11.2.4.2.9). 
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A11  “Document (Reporting Having Sent to Both Magistrate’s Offices Certificates Regarding the Handling of Funai Domain Maki 
Village’s Jin’emon and Sato Village’s Shōjirō, an Inquiry Regarding Iwaya Village’s Kichizaemon, an Inquiry Regarding Notsu Shiraiwa  

 
 

 
 

2. “Document (Reporting Having Sent to Both Magistrate’s Offices Certificates Regarding the Handling of Funai Domain Maki 
Village’s Jin’emon and Sato Village’s Shōjirō, an Inquiry Regarding Iwaya Village’s Kichizaemon, an Inquiry Regarding Notsu 
Shiraiwa Village’s Seizaemon, and a Notification Regarding Kudo Village’s Satarō Running Away; About Correcting the 
Fourth Oldest Daughter of Mori Village’s Shirobē, a Former Christian, to Third Oldest Daughter)” (A11.2.4.2.21.2) 
 
[Annotation] “Letter from Kisuke; 21st day of the 2nd month of the year of the Tiger; Replied.” 
 
I extend my greetings. On the 20th, I sent the following five items to both magistrate’s offices: certificates regarding the handling 
of Funai Domain Maki Village’s Jin’emon and Sato Village’s Shōjirō, an inquiry regarding Iwaya Village’s Kichizaemon, an 
inquiry regarding Notsu Shiraiwa Village’s Seizaemon, and a notification regarding Kudo Village’s Satarō running away. I was 
told to do as is always done. Therefore, I submitted four drafts. 

Comparing to the record book here a notification regarding the running away of the fourth oldest daughter of Shirobē (a 
former Christian from Mori Village) that was in a draft you submitted, I found that she is listed as the third oldest daughter. I 
therefore corrected it to third oldest daughter and sent it. This was also written in the official document. 

21st day of the 2nd month 
 Ueda Kisuke 

Iwate Rokuzaemon 
Nakamura Unpachi 
Mutō Matasuke 
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Village’s Seizaemon, and a Notification Regarding Kudo Village’s Satarō Running Away; About Correcting the Fourth Oldest Daughter 
of Mori Village’s Shirobē, a Former Christian, to Third Oldest Daughter)” (A11.2.4.2.21.2) 
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A11  “Certificate of Death of a Descendant of a Former Christian (15 Record Book: Yosuke’s Descendants) (Maki Village’s Jin’emon, 
the Oldest Legitimate Son of Katsuragi Village’s Yosuke Born Before Yosuke’s Renunciation of Christianity and Sending to Nagasaki)” 
(A11.2.4.2.21.5) 

 
 

 
 
 
 

3. “Certificate of Death of a Descendant of a Former Christian (15 
Record Book: Yosuke’s Descendants) (Maki Village’s Jin’emon, the 
Oldest Legitimate Son of Katsuragi Village’s Yosuke Born Before 
Yosuke’s Renunciation of Christianity and Sending to Nagasaki)” 
(A11.2.4.2.21.5) 
 
15 Record Book: Yosuke’s Descendants 
The child of a former Christian born before renunciation Jin’emon 
{born in Maki Village, Ōita District, Bungo Province before his father 
Yosuke was brought to Nagasaki}, the oldest son of Yosuke, who was 
(a former a Christian and) a farmer in Katsuragi Village, Ōita District, 
Bungo Province, died from illness at the age of 82 on the 12th day of 
the 11th month of the year of the Ox. They contacted me saying that 
instructions were given to preserve his corpse in salt, and I relayed 
these instructions to the Funai Domain. Kōsaiji, his True Pure Land 
Sect parishioner temple in the area around Funai Castle, then reported 
that he was buried. 

20th day of the 2nd month of Hōei 7 
(Two Seals) 

(Two people from the Government Office) 
(Sending to two Government Offices) 
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A12  “Document” (A12.1.18.14.2) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. “Document” (A12.1.18.14.2) 
 

Document [Okakimono no koto ] 
Kuni, the 69 year-old wife of Gonsuke (from Oita District’s Mori 
Village), died from illness on the 2nd day of the 2nd month of 
Kyōhō 4 (year of the Boar). The cause was a sickness around her 
chest and belly. Kuni’s mother-in-law, the wife of Yozō (also from 
the Mori Village, part of Usuki Domain), was a Christian in the past. 
Kuni was born to an Oka Domain former Christian before their 
renunciation of Christianity, and it was ordered that her corpse be 
preserved with salt. Her corpse has been preserved with salt and set 
aside. From the Oka Domain Ueno Jinsuke came as an inspector. 
Since at this time, the village unit head, village officials, people from 
[her] five household unit, and this priest confirmed that there was no 
problem, I buried her according to the customs of the Zen sect, and 
carried out a ceremony at her grave. We are reporting the above for 
future reference. 

11th day of the 4th month of Kyōhō 4 (year of the Boar) [1719] 
Ōno District Mie Fukada Village Zen Sect 

Sairenji Gikon (Seal) 
Nakamura Unpachi 
Mutō Matasuke 
Saitō Shinbee 
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A12  “Document” (A12.1.18.14.1) 
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1. “Document” (A12.1.18.14.1) 
 

Document [Okakimono no koto ] 
Kuni, the 69 year-old wife of Gonsuke (from Oita District’s Mori Village), died from illness on the 2nd day of the 2nd month of 
Kyōhō 4 (year of the Boar). The cause was a sickness around her chest and belly. Kuni’s mother-in-law, the wife of Yozō (also 
from Mori Village, part of Usuki Domain), was a Christian in the past. Kuni was born to an Oka Domain former Christian before 
their renunciation of Christianity, and it was ordered that her corpse be preserved with salt. Her corpse has been preserved with salt 
and set aside. From the Oka Domain Ueno Jinsuke came as an inspector. At this time, the village unit head, village officials, people 
from [her] five household unit, and the priest from her Zen sect parishioner temple Sairenji (Mie Fukada Village, Ōno District) 
were also present. Subsequently she was buried. We are reporting the above for future reference. 
 

11th day of the 4th month of Kyōhō 4 [1719] 
Mori Village Five-Household Unit 

Kitarō (Seal) 
Mori Village Five-Household Unit  

Yozaemon (Seal) 
Mori Village Five-Household Unit 

Zensuke (Seal)  
Mori Village Five-Household Unit 

Sōsuke (Seal) 
Mori Village Official 

Yoemon (Seal)  
Mori Village Official 

Shōzaemon (Seal) 
Mori Village Official 

Riemon (Seal) 
Mori Village Official 

Yaemon (Seal) 
Mori Village Unit Head 

Kichiemon (Seal) 
Nakamura Unpachi 
Mutō Matasuke 
Saitō Shinbee 
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A12  “Memo” (A12.1.23.4.1) 

3. “Memo” (A12.1.23.4.1) 
 

Memo 
The wife of Riemon is the daughter of the former Christian 
Shimura Munenobu Tsuma Myōjun, and Keshi is the daughter of 
Unosuke, the son of Fujita Village’s Rihee. 
Keshi, the great-grandchild of Riemon’s wife (Fujita Village, Higo 
Domain), who was born to a former Christian before their 
renunciation of Christianity 

Born in the year of the Boar, and in her first calendar year 
 
The above Keshi was born on the 11th day of the 5th month of this 
year of the Boar. Her religious affiliation is the True Pure Land sect 
parishioner temple of her mother, Zenhōji. She has an older brother 
and older sister. Both are listed in the record book of descendants 
of former Christians. I notify you of the above. 

14th day of the 5th month Kyōhō 4 (year of the Boar) 
Sashiu Village Unit Head 

Heishirō (Seal) 
Nakamura Unpachi 
Mutō Matasuke 
Saitō Shinbee 

(
)

(
) 
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A13  “Report Record” (A13.3.2.7) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1. “Report Record” (A13.3.2.7) 
 
[Annotation] “Report that Yokoo Village’s Yasuemon, Born to a 

Former Christian Before Renunciation, Died from 
Illness on the 30th day of the 1st month” 

Report Record 
Child of Yokoo Village’s Kōemon 

Yasuemon, born to a former Christian before renunciation. 
73 years old in this year of the Rabbit 

A parishioner of the Pure Land Sect Temple Ryūsenji 
This individual died in the 1st month of Kyōhō 8 (year of the 

Rabbit) due to phlegm. 
The above-written parent of Yasuemon was a Christian, and was 
therefore arrested in the 7th month of Manji 3 (year of the Rat), 
and sent to Nagasaki. With regard to Yasuemon’s relationship to 
descendants of Christians in other domains, he is a younger 
cousin of Gorōbē of Higo’s Dōen Village. Otherwise there is no 
one who is a descendant of other Christians [who he is related 
to]. I report the above. 

30th day of 1st month of Kyōhō 8   
 Yokoo Village Unit Headman 

Gizaemon 
Uno Jin’uemon 
Hattori Rokurōzaemon 
Okabe Sanzaemon 
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A13  “Document” (A13.4.18.1) 
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2. “Document” (A13.4.18.1) 
 
[Annotation] “The 29 year-old Kodenji of Yamaoku Village worked as a kobito in Edo, where he died from illness 

on the 9th day of the 10 month of Genroku 14, the year of the Snake. 
 Corpse was checked at the Zen Sect temple Chūganji in Edo. 

 
Document [Okakimono no koto ] 

Yamaoku Village’s Denroku (the actual name of Kodenji), 29 in this year of the Snake, was a parishioner of the 
Zen Sect temple Fugenji. He worked as a kobito of the Usuki Domain, and was in Edo. During this time, he died 
due to illness on the 9th day of the 10th month of this year. His father Jinbei was born to a Christian before 
renunciation. Therefore, materials confirming that his corpse was checked arrived from the Zen Sect temple 
Chūgan’in in Edo’s Nishinokubo, and materials will be submitted by his village unit head, village officials, and five 
household unit members. For future reference I write down the above. 

9th day of the 12th month of Genroku 14 
Yamaoku Village Five Household Unit 

Yozaemon (Seal) 
Yamaoku Village Five Household Unit 

Hanzaburō (Seal) 
Yamaoku Village Five Household Unit 

Iwate Rokuzaemon            Rokuzō (Seal) 
Kanō Tōzaemon                                Yamaoku Village Five Household Unit 
Nakamura Unpachi            Sukeichi (Seal) 

Yamaoku Village Five Household Unit 
  Jinbē (Seal) 
Yamaoku Village Official 

Bunnojō (seal) 
Yamaoku Village Unit Head 

               Yoshichirō (Seal) 
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A13  (A13.3.1.13) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3. (A13.3.1.13) 
 
[Annotation] “Document Subordinate Low Rank Official Five Household Unit and Descendants of Christians Bunkeisho 

Arrived from Fujisawa Zenroku” 
 

A law-ranked officials of Okurakata were recently assigned to Asigarukaku and were under our rule. They worked as 
Goyōban, and then became the head of a seven person unit for checking whether people are Christian. Thus, I am again 
attaching to this report a list of units of Christian descendants. Please understand that if there are any changes in the units, 
the Daikan-kata will report this. 

11th day of the 6th month    Fujisawa Zenroku  
Okabe Sanzaemon 
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A14  (A14.4.1.9) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. (A14.4.1.9) 
 
[Front of Letter] “Regarding a Born Child: Kuichirō, Child of Residence Retainer Azuma Kyūemon” 

To Mutō Matasuke, From Gotō Genpachi and Nishimura Sukezaemon 
12th day of the 10th month” 

 
I present you with a letter. I hope that you are working in good health. A boy was born to Azuma Kyūemon, a retainer at 
my residence. He was named Kuichirō. He was registered as a follower of the temple Hōonji. I have informed you of this 
because Azuma Kyūemon is a descendant of a former Christian. 
    12th day of the 10th month 
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A14  (A14.6.20) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. (A14.6.20) 
 
[Front of Letter] “7th day of the 8th month 

To Ōwaki Giemon, From Okada Tōma” 
 
Tomorrow, the 8th, I will go to Yunohira for hot spring bathing. I will bring 
the retainer Imashichi. I am informing you of this because this person is a 
descendant of a former Christian. I will return to my house towards the end of 
this month. He is the son of the Kaizoe Unit’s Saisuke. While I believe you 
already know this, I am informing you of it again. 

7th day of the 8th month 
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A14  (A14.5.2.3.1) 

 
 

 
 

3. (A14.5.2.3.1) 
 
Ben’ei is a descendant—a great-great-grandchild —of Heibei 
(the former Christian of Amabe District’s Kei Village), is the son 
of Kichigorō, was born in the 5th month of Hōreki 9, and was 
formerly named Teigorō.  

He is in the sixth record book. He is a disciple at the Pure 
Land Sect temple Ryūsenji, and for study he wants to reside for 
five years, starting in this year, at the temple Zōjōji in Edo. Please 
provide your instructions regarding this. 

An’ei 4 
(Please write) name of author (here) Do not stamp seal. 

Two recipients. 
 
[Additional Note] “This inquiry was closed on the 6th day of the 
4th month of this year.” 

Only submitted to the person in charge that month. 
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A15 “Memo” (A15.2.1.1) 
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1. “Memo” (A15.2.1.1) 
 
[Annotation] Regarding a Child Born   Kaizoe Unit   4th day of the 1st month 
 

Memo 
Sakutarō, the son of Kaizoe Village’s Saisuke and the descendant of Hatsubē of Hirashimizu Town, who was 
late in renouncing Christianity. In the 1st calendar year of his life. 
This Sakutarō was born on the 3rd day of the 1st month of Genroku 12. He is a parishioner of the Zen Sect 
temple Kenshōji. This is Saisuke’s first child. He is not, for example, registered as a descendant of a former 
Christian in a domain besides Usuki. I am sending you this document for you to check. 

4th day of the 1st month of the year of Genroku 12 (year of the Rabbit)      
                      Kaizoe Village Unit Head 

                                   Yajirō (Seal) 
 

 Iwate Rokuzaemon 
 Kanō Tōzaemon 
 Nakamura Unpachi 
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A15  “Memo” (A15.4.9.1) 
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2. “Memo” (A15.4.9.1) 
 
[Annotation] “Record Book Regarding Birth   Jinpachi, The Adopted Child of Tatamiya Town’s 
Hanroku  24th day of the 2nd month” 
 

Memo 
Jinpachi, the great-grandchild of the wife—a former Christian—of Kawadoko Village’s Sōbē, the 
adopted child of Tatamiya Town’s Hanroku, the actual child of Kawadoko Village’s Ginroku. In this 
year, Kyōhō 12, he is in his 14th calendar year.  
He is a parishioner of Zen Sect temple Gangyōji, and is not, for example, registered as a descendant of a 
former Christian in a domain besides Usuki. This Jinpachi became the adopted child of Tatamiya Town’s 
Hanroku, and moved on the 22nd day of this month. Thus he will be newly registered as a descendant 
of a former Christian. I inform you of the above. 

24th day of the 2nd month of Kyōhō 12 
Tatamiya Town Toshiyori  Harano-ya 

Jinshichi (Seal) 
Tatamiya Town Toshiyori  Masu-ya 

Matabei (Seal) 
Tatamiya Town Toshiyori  Ōmi-ya 

Yoichirō (Seal) 
Tatamiya Town Toshiyori  Tashina-ya 

Ichiemon (Seal) 
Uno Jin’uemon 
Okabe Sanzaemon 
Ōwaki Giemon 
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A15 “Document” [okakimono no koto ] (A15.6.61.1) 
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3. “Document” [okakimono no koto ] (A15.6.61.1) 
 
[Annotation] “Danshichi, Child of Nyūbaru Village’s Seikurō, In His 2nd Calendar Year, Died of Illness on the 16th 

Day of the 9th Month of Jōkyō 4, Corpse Stored at the Temple Tōyōji. This Individual’s Grandfather 
Hachibē, of Kudo Village, Was Once Arrested” 

 
Document [Okakimono no koto ] 

Danshichi, the son of Seikurō, who lives in Nyūbaru Village, died of illness on the 16th day of the 9th month. The 
cause of death was smallpox. His corpse was buried at his Zen Sect parishioner temple Tōyōji. At that time the head 
of the village, village officials, and people from his five-household unit came together and examined his corpse. 
There was nothing suspicious at all. While Danshichi himself was not someone who had renounced Christianity, 
his father Seikurō was sent to Nagasaki for interrogation because he was suspected of being a Christian. His 
grandfather Hachibē, who lived in Kudo Village, was also arrested as a Christian and set to Nagasaki. Therefore, 
being cautious, the corpse was checked. This will be written down and submitted along with an attestation from 
Seikurō’s parishioner temple. The above is correct. 

17th day of the 9th month of Jōkyō 4, the year of the Rabbit 
                          Nyūbaru Village Unit Head 

                                    Kyūzaburō (Seal) 
Nyūbaru Village Official 
            Yohachirō (Seal) 
Nyūbaru Village Official 

      Mokuzaemon (Seal) 
Nyūbaru Village Official 

      Kazaemon (Seal) 
Nyūbaru Village Official 

      Jinbē (Seal) 
Nyūbaru Village Five Household Unit 
            Shirobē (Seal) 
Nyūbaru Village Five Household Unit 

      Enshō (Seal) 
Nyūbaru Village Five Household Unit 

Ishida Teiuemon       Sakuhachi (Seal) 
Iwa Rokuzaemon                  Nyūbaru Village Five Household Unit 
Yano Heizaemon        Seikurō (Seal) 

    Nyūbaru Village Five Household Unit 
         Inosuke (Seal) 
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A16  “Memo (Paper: Use and Remaining Amounts)” (A16.4.1.3.2 (4)) 

 

 

1. “Memo (Paper: Use and Remaining Amounts)” (A16.4.1.3.2 (4)) 
 

Memo 
3 soku , 8 jō  of paper 
   Of the above: 
    1,363 sheets: For cleanly copied record books 
    25 sheets: For covers of cleanly copied record books 
    98 sheets: Sheets upon which mistakes were made 
    34 sheets: Damaged 
    Total: 1520 sheets 
  As written above. End. 

2nd month of the year of the Horse          Takahashi Sezaemon 
      Office of Religious Affairs 

Explanation 
A16  
In the Usuki Domain, every year from the end of the 1st month into the 2nd month domain officials would go around to towns and 
villages in its territories and have people carry out fumie. They would create records of doing so called fumie-chō . Papers 
used for these books were provided by the domain. After creation, the person in charge had to report how this paper was used as 
well as the amount of paper used. 
Takahashi Sezaemon, who was in charge of the fumie inquisition, addressed this document to the Office of Religious Affairs, writing 
the amount of paper he received and the amount of paper he used. He received 3 soku and 8 jō of paper (one soku is 10 jō, and one 
jō is 40 sheets). He divided them into four categories—paper used for the pages of record books, paper for the covers of record 
books, paper upon which mistakes were made, and paper unable to be used due to damage—and reported the amount of paper in 
each category. 
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A16  “Memo (Draft of Fumie Money Receipt to be Replaced)” (A16.4.1.3.2 (20))  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. “Memo (Draft of Fumie Money Receipt to be Replaced)” (A16.4.1.3.2 (20)) 
 

Memo 
Copper coin [zeni ] 2 kan 500 me [Approx. 9.4 kilograms] 
    I have received the above silver as funds for the fumie inquisition. At a later 

date I will submit documents regarding expenses. End. 
        [Regarding the payment and receipt of the silver] Approved. 
              Ōta Kisuke (Seal) (Crossed out) 
The 28th day of the 1st month of the year of the Rooster                      

Yamamoto Den’emon (Seal) (Crossed out) 
(Seal) (Seal text: “Tentative payment approved. Replace with official receipt at 
later date) (Crossed out) 
Currency Official (Seal) (Crossed Out) 

Explanation 
A16  
This document was submitted by Yamamoto Den’emon to the currency official, who was in charge of the payment and receipt of 
money, upon the reception of an advance payment of 2 kan 50 me in silver. While one finds the character zeni in the document, in 
this case it was not copper coin but silver that was paid. Silver currency in the Edo period was based on weight.  
Ōta Kisuke, who approved payment and receipt of funds, worked as religion magistrate from the 6th month of Tenpo 10 (1839) to 
the 4th month of Ansei 1 (1859). We know that this document was made in Kaei 2 (1849) because it is dated the year of the Rooster. 
A square seal has been stamped in the area above the names of Yamamoto (the sender) and the currency official (the receiver), which 
states that this document should be replaced with an official receipt (hon tegata ) at a later data. It appears that after the fumie 
inquisition concluded Yamamoto submitted this official document, and then all of the seals were crossed out, indicating that they 
were no longer valid. 
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A16  “Document for Submission (Document Stating that There are No Christians, Former Christians, or Fuju Fuse Nichiren Sect 
Members”  
*Funai Domain Document (A16.8.2.5) 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Explanation 
A16  
This document reports that the prohibition of Christianity is being followed as well as that there are no Christians or former Christians 
living in the town. One also finds titles (shukurō, funai shōya, sōshukurō, etc.) that did not exist in the Usuki Domain. Furthermore, 
the addressees of this document were not part of the Usuki Domain’s Office of Religious Affairs. This all suggests that it is from 
another domain. 
 Marega collected documents relating to the prohibition of Christianity from not only the Usuki Domain but also other domains in 
Bungo Province: Funai, Oka, Saiki, and so on. Looking at the “Marega Catalogue” (A16.4.4.1.1), one finds the note “Funai” in 
reference to this document. We can thus see that Marega saw it as being from the Funai Domain as well. In A16.8.2 as well one 
finds documents from the Funai Domain. 
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3. “Document for Submission (Document Stating that There are No Christians, Former Christians, or Fuju Fuse Nichiren Sect 
Members”  
*Funai Domain Document (A16.8.2.5) 
 

Submitting one document 
People in the town are always informed of the details of orders regarding the prohibition of Christianity. 
There are no Christians in the town. 
There is also no one who has renounced Christianity in the town. There are also no members of the Nichiren Sect’s Fuju Fuse 
School. 
Nothing in the above three items is false. If there is falsity, may I be punished. I am submitting this document for future proof. 

 28th day of the 4th month of Tenpō 14 (the year of the Rabbit)                                  
                                                                 Kawaya Town Unit Head 

                                                             Zensaku (Seal) 
Kawaya Town Unit Head 

                                                      Kenji (Seal) 
Kawaya Town Shukurō  

                                                    Shinbē (Seal) 
                                   Funai Shōya  

                                               Iwata Zenzaburō (Seal) 
                                                   Sōshukurō  

                                      Ashikari Shin’emon (Seal) 
         Nakamura Takusaburō 
         Satō Jinnai 
         Iwashita Yohē 



 
 



 
 


